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introduction

• Welcome to the “everyone arrives late and
misSes it” session
• This conference is about digital identity
– Actually, I suspect most of it will be about digital
identification…

• My task is to show you a glimpse of the
Future
• Digital identity is being created, worn,
discarded and recreated right now in
virtual worlds
• I guess I should explain what these are, huh?
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What are vws?

• Virtual worlds are places
• being places, they have a number of placelike features
– You can visit them
– Other people can also visit them
– At the same time

• They are, however, not real
• This seems like a major disadvantage
– How do you visit somewhere that isn’t
real?

Answer:

• You use an avatar
– Or, more technically speaking, a character
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About avatars

• Far from its being a disadvantage, people
often like using an avatar

Furthermore…

• Some people prefer it to reality
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Leisure time

• People play these games for several hours a
day
– Day after day
• Month after month
– Year after year…

• I have players for my own game that are still
there after 15 years
• Surveys have consistently shown that The
average time a player spends in a virtual world
is around 20 hours a wEek
– They often invest a lot of time in it oFfline, too

MUD1, 1978

• Virtual worlds used to look like this
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• One person working alone could write a such
world
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Iok, 1981

• Then they started looking like this
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Kod, 1992

• Then like this
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Uo, 1997

• Then like this

Wow, 2004

• Now, they look like this
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stats

• World of warcraft has over 4,000,000
players worldwide
– The Same population as norway

• Players pay $15 a month to play
– $13 if buy 6 months at once
• Somewhat leSs in china…

• It cost something like $30m to develop
– I’ve seen estimates between $25m and $70m

• most of the development costs go on
artwork and CONTENT

The west lags

• This may sound impressive, but south
korea is the world leader here
– 25,000,000 people have tried lineage or
lineage ii at least once
– 35,000,000 people have accounts in a
virtual world
– Population of south korea is 48,000,000

• Korean game Mu online has
32,000,000 accounts in china and
another 10,000,000 elswhere
– And Those are just on the legal servers!
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“Addiction”

• Some people spend more time in virtual
worlds than they do in the real world
– People have died at the keyboard from
playing 2+ days continuously without sleep

• Thailand has a 10pm-6am curfew on
virtual worlds
• China has a 3 hour per day limit
• One player murdered his friend for
seLling his character’s sword
– Talking of which…

Real money trading

• RMT is where people buy and sell their
virtual goods using real money
– Usually against the wishes of the developer

• As I write this, ebay has a level 116
character from runequest at $1,425
• Itembay makes more money from RMT
than alL the virtual worlds it services
make in subscriptions, combined
• World market is close to $1,000,000,000
annually
– Conservative - Could be 20 times that much!
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identity

• Rmt is unpopular among players
– And not just because it uses real money!

• To understand why, we need to look at
the reasons people play
• Unfortunately, to explain in detail
would take me thrEe hours
– However, I can give a summary if you
promise not to argue with it

• Basically, players play these games because
they’re exploring their own sense of
identity

Why people play

• Players play to have fun
• What “having fun” means varies between
(classically, four) kinds of activity
• This system maps on to the famous hero’s
journey, or monomyth
• those who undertake a hero’s journey
discover, in the process, who they are
– Their identity

• By being someone else, you become a better
you
• Whatever advances you on the hero’s journey is
what you cuRrently consider “fun”
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Yes, I know

• This looks like psychological mumbo-jumbo,
but just remember those stats I gave you
earlier…
• Ok, so why is real money trading so
disliked?
• well, because it lets people short-cut their
hero’s journey – it breaks the magic circle
– Why spend a year working up a level 60 character
if you can just buy one on ebay?

• It undermines the sense of achievement
that’s necessary to complete the journey
– Like buying the world record for 100 metres…

Stopping RMT

• developers have tried to stop rmt, but
have so far failed
• They Could stop it, but it would be
costly
– Character transfers go through the game
operator, so can always be prevented
– But many of these are legitimate
transfers
– Lots of players don’t have credit cards
– No trans-national id cards either
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reputation

• Another problem is that players are
pseudonymous
– You can tell the same person is playing a
character, but not who that is in real life

• Players tend to like this for themselves,
but dislike it for others
– Too easy to get griefed

• If people can switch identities easily,
many will do so for nefarious purposes

Failed solutions

• Developers tried to address this using
reputation systems
– This was before ebay did it
• Remember, these games go back decades…

• None of these worked
• Reason: these are gamers – they always
found a way to game the system
– Vote + for each other, - for enemies
– keep untainted accounts to “break” cliques
– Similar techniques used to cheat google now
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Digital id management

• Players have therefore developed their own
defences against breaking their magic
circle
• They interact only with trusted friends
– Trusted because they’ve been under fire
together and come through

• They form social groups
– Aleks will talk about this anon

• They are polite to, but SUSPICIOUS of,
other, unfamiliar groups

In other words

• In other words, they may loOk like
they’re playing with 5,000 other people, but
actualLy they’re just playing with
half a dozen
• They measure their progress against their
party or guild, not the entire player
base
• If other people “cheat” the game, that’s fine
– If they cheat the players, that’s not fine
• UnleSs that’s part of the game!
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What This shows

• in situations where anyone can be
anyone else, people interact best with
those they trust
• They form relationships with players,
not with characters
• When a character changes, the player
doesn’t change
– Players can recognise their friends, if not
their enemies
– Telegraph operators could read “signatures”

answers

• Many of the issues that bedevilled
earlier online systems just drop out in
this new social order
• Identities are just characters
– So You can have multiple identities – it
doesn’t matTer
– These Identities can intersect or be
separate – it doesn’t maTter

• It’s not the real-world you that’s
important, it’s the real you that is!
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conclusion

• Trust is mutual, not one way
– Any representatives of big brand names out
there?

• If you betray trust, you betray all you
invested in gaining that trust
– It’s Still griefable, but far less so than
stylised, role-defined interactions

• It’s who you are that’s important, not
how you’re LabelLEd
• identity beats identification
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